Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks constitute one of the major threats and among the hardest security problems in today's internet. Defense against these attacks is complicated by spoofed source IP addresses, which gives us a tough task to find out the packets origin. So this paper represents a solution for a DDoS attack. We'll be using wireshark tool to analyze the network traffic of any interface and find malicious activity by hackers. An algorithm is written at the server side so that if any malicious user sends asynchronous requests at a rate of (>=30 requests per second) then a Visual Basic script is sent to the malicious user. The Visual basic script consists of code encapsulated, allowing system administrators to generate and manage computers with error handling, sub routines etc. This .vbs scripts are made to auto run on the computer, thus making a particular service unavailable to the malicious user. Hereby, stopping the server from partial shutdown or preventing it from DDoS attack.
Introduction
The major attacks internet services facing today come from DDoS attack. In computing, denial of services is a cyber attack where the attacker's (hacker) main aim is to make a computer or network resources like servers or printers in the network unavailable to its intended users by temporarily disrupting the services of host connected to the Internet. It's generally accomplished by flooding the targeted machine with enormous request in an attempt to over load system & thereby referring the resources like memory in the targeted machine thus making it unavailable [1] .This can be solved by increasing the bandwidth, having protected firewall or by calling the ISP provider. But time taken to stop this DDoS attack is more. So this is not much efficient. DDOS reduces the network resources and bandwidth. The only aim of DDOS is to prevent users from accessing. Sometimes there is a difficulty to differentiate flash crowd and DDOS traffic control [7] .This is how a basic DDoS attack work (in diagrammatic way). Nowadays, every organizations are connected to the internet through broadband. Thereby, using the resources through network has become easy. But traditionally the network principles haven't changed, as they were built by using routers and switches configured by the operators. So, risks such as excessive traffic flow, vulnerabilities arises due to old versioned patches in network devices. Few vulnerabilities in the servers can also be found thus making it hack able. Security is always a challenging issue and a concern to internet. DDOS is one of them, whereas other common attacks are SQL injections, Execution of malicious software, access control attack and phishing. DDOS is a fast spreading problem for those who are using old technique in configuring the network [8] . Basically, it is classified into two types. One is direct attack whereas other one is reflector attack. In direct attack, the user sends continuous requests to the victim. The packets may be in form of Transport Layer Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and Internet Control Message Protocol(ICMP) ,whereas in reflector attack the requests are sent from the routers to the server thus making it unavailable. It is known as Distributed Reflection Denial of Service attacks. [9] Rest of the papers consists of following sections. Section II represents the related work, Section III presents a proposed approach, Section IV represents conclusion. 
Related Work Problem faced by DDoS attacks:-
Nowadays, internet plays a vital role in for the socio-economic growth of the society internet has the emergence and attainment for services like banking, education, hospitals, transportation etc. The vulnerabilities of the Internet architecture provides a great chance of attacks thus making internet unavailable. DDoS attack is being a threat to many business & organizations putting them at risk. Existing Methodology:
1.IP address filtering 2.Advance protected firewall 3.HoneyMesh concept can prevent happening of DDOS attack, but it causes memory overhead due to large scale of honeypots reduction in speed due to its additional layer and collection of information. [2] 4.Using a network based Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and using port scanning mechanism to find open port on any machine. [4] 
3.Proposed Approach Our proposed solution for DDOS attack:
We continuously analyze the network traffic of an interface(it may be LAN or WIFI) by using wireshark tool, as the malicious user may send asynchronous requests to the server through botnets(compromised computers) also called as "Zombies" [1] . These Zombies are present in large numbers and attack the server thus reducing its bandwidth and consumes its resources.
If it sends asynchronous requests at the rate of > 30 requests per second. For each entry of an attack, we must attain the IP addresses information or all the compromised systems in that DDOS attack at that period of time. Basically if more requests are received, then it may lead to the blocking of internet pipe from saturation with UDP ,ICMP ,IPV6 ,TCP-SYN packets. Sending these huge packets means that the botnets are trying to do or make a conversation with the server, but the server refuses. [4] The zombies IP addresses are to be found at the server and then the server sends a programmed Vbs scripts(visual basic scripts) to those IP addresses. As the zombies or botnets receives it, the scripts runs automatically in botnets physical machine thus shutting his computer or by killing the internet service .So that requests sent by the malicious user can be stopped or interrupted.
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4.Conclusion
The solution for DDoS can be useful for social economic growth of the society, as Internet has the emergence and attainment for services like Banking, Education, Hospitals, Transportation etc., This can solve a serious problem for healthcare providers who need access to the network to provide proper patient care or need access to the Internet to send and receive emails, prescriptions, records, and information. Reputed organizations& Banking sectors can use this solution as this can help them from financial loss that may result to $1 MILLION DOLLARS.
